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Abstract: 

Gandhi's phenomenological speculations about reckled social and national 
sensibilities instigated the masses that stirred the contemporary scenario. It was, indeed, he 
who consciously involved with the ancient philosophy of 'truth and non-violence' that was 
anticipated throughout his life.  Whatever he said, he himself comprehensed and adopted to 
notch up a common purpose of national interest. His all methods of fighting,  now they are 
unconstitutional, against the foreign power  really got a tremendous applauds from each & 
every corner of the world  and many of the freedom fighters of the colonised countries filled 
in them encouragement and inspirations. It means that his approach and philosophy crossed 
the national boundries.  

Gandhi's mobilization on the onset of his fighting formulated a countrywide  
movement that inspired every aspect of the country. His influences on indian socio-political, 
cultural, philosophical, religious and economical aspect are boundless and those influences 
are still observed in the indian soil. As he influenced every aspect, my attempt in this  paper 
is to deal with the influences of his inspirational personage personality on 'the men of letters' 
like Bhabhani Bhattacharya, Raja Rao, and M.R. Anand who strived for interpreting the 
hardcore realities of indian societies. Among these, I have focused only  on Mulk Raj Anand 
who, at the large extent,  limelighted the stigmatic hegemonised orthodox Hindu culture that 
was imposed from many centuries on the innocent cursed untouchables. Anand dared to stirr 
this culture firstly through his first novel 'Untouchable' that shows Gandhi's perspectives of 
untouchability& influences on his personality and creativity  that he himself had whole 
heartedly confessed .  
            An apotheosis of Gandhi as 'Mahatma' is a resulting phenomena of his theoretical and 
practical speculations of own and learned ideologies. His sacrifices are for the upliftment of 
society and significantly for the sovereignty of the nation.  He consciously explored his 
personality and devoted it towards national interest. His contribution for the present india is 
boundless that has been still a lighthouse for our bleak and selfish mindsets.  His enthusiastic 
and energetic formula of fighting is not only for the 'freedom' but for socio-economic, 
cultural, philosophical and religious transformations also.  He has  focused on every aspect 
and perspectives of the nation. Right from the Champaran comapign against the exploitation 
of the tenants of the indigo planters in 1917 to the 30th January, 1948, his life is full of 
struggles, dilemmas, and upheavals.  His ideas and methods of fighting against adversities are 
"like a powerful current of fresh air that made us stretch ourselves and take deep breaths."1 If 
we munch on his life, we are deeply dipped into unfathomable sea of inspirations.  

His field of working is multifaceted, multi-signified and mostly logocentric and occult 
of this was his influential social consciousness. So, I have impetus over his social 
contributions manifested throughout his life because 'no change is possible without 
deciphering social sensibilities.' The main focus in the paper is his concept and 
contemplations of untouchability and influences on Indian writings in  English especially 
Mulk Raj Anand.  
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Gandhi on Untouchability  
Gandhi had his own firm  opinions and ideologies looking towards the various issues 

those were crippling India. As he was stubborn for the freedom, he  also was concerning 
about the social inequality. Though he was born Hindu, be severely criticised orthodox 
Hindus that "Untouchability is blot on Hinduism." 2 He had warned several times to the 
Hindu brethren that "the purification required is not of  'untouchables' but also of so called 
upper caste Hindus." 3 It means that he was aware about the exploitations of the untouchables 
who were treated ruthlessly by the orthodox Hindus. He used to focus on this stigma of 
untouchability in his 'Young India' with some historical and religious  references. He had 
used or coined a term ' Harijan' for these socially depressed & exploited people and said that 
if we have to eradicate this blot, the Hindus  must change their mindsets and provide 
education through national schools, common schools & technical training schools so that they 
can uplift , at some extent, in their lives. " If it is done considerably, the swaraj will be 
possible otherwise no swaraj along with untouchability." 4 

Once Gandhi had interpreted lucidly that "true, Hindusim does not  regard 
untouchability as a sin." 5  It means that he was aware of roots of this blot. Accoriding to him, 
it has been repressed in the unconscious of the indian society and it is difficult to purify  
completely. He also had awakened the congressmen (those  were Hindu in majority ) that "If 
we came into power, with the stain of untouchability uneffaced, I am positive that the 
untouchables would be far worse under that 'Swaraj' than they are now." 6 He strongly 
affirmed that the self-purification is indeniably required through the so-called upper caste 
Hindus  those are enculcating  and pervading this monstrous evil. 

These views and concerns were accepted by the few but there were several criticisms. 
There were many opponents like S.C. Bose, M.N. Roy, S.D. Savarkar and Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar. Dr. Ambedkar had prolonged controversy with Gandhi over the issues of caste 
and untouchability.  While criticising Gandhi, Dr. Ambedkar said in his book 'What Congress 
and Gandhi have done to Untouchables'  that  "Gandhism is a paradox. It stands for freedom 
from foreign domination which means the destruction of the existing political structure of the 
country.  At the same time it seeks  to maintain intact of social structure which permits the 
domination of one class by another on the heredity basis which means a perpetual domination 
of one class by another. What is the explanation of this paradox? It is a part of strategy by 
Mr. Gandhi to win the whole hearted support of the Hindus, Orthodox, unorthodox, to the 
campaign of swaraj?..." 7 

Though Gandhi was  overwhelmed by his veneered philosophy, Ambedkar had keenly 
observed the politics behind it. Because he was born in the same 'untouchability'  where he 
was tormented and oppressed fragmentively but Gandhi's case was different because he was 
born in hegemonised religion. One more case of controversy was that Ambedkar, being a 
constitutional expert, was aiming at establishing human dignity for the untouchables through 
political process by giving them political rights whereas Gandhi's social reform for Harijans 
were based on duties rather than on rights. Along with this, Ambedkar used to propound 
economic status for well being but Gandhi used to  propound spiritual status for well being of 
untouchables.  

Whatever the controversies and arguments were about Gandhi on his Philosophy, he 
was successful commanding over all these because "he was able to connect between his 
philosophy and intuitive mass collective consciousness or common sense."8 He had 
influenced all the strata of the society and commanded over the indian minds ever 
defeatingly. As he had influences over the freedom fighters, 'the men of letters' were also 
attracted towards his philosophy. Among these were  Bhattacharya, Raja Rao, Mulk Raj 
Anand and other many writers whose writings have direct and indirect impressions of 
Gandhi. Many writers showered the respect to him  through their deportments and characters. 
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Among all these, Mulk Raj Anand was also inspired by him in an ample way.  The 
inspirations from Gandhi brought opportunities for him to delineat the hardcore realities of 
the society.  

Gandhi, Mulk Raj Anand and 'Untouchable'  
Anand is the prominent literary figure in the 20th century, born in Peshawar (Punjab) 

on Dec. 12, 1905 and was grown up, at large extent, under Gandhian influence and 
Philosohpy. The Mass mobilization by Gandhi developed Anand's national consciousness. In 
the course of time he had admitted consistently the influence of Gandhi  on his thinking and 
creativity. He said that "I could not have written all the twenty or so novels and hundreds of 
short stories  if I had not been possessed from the source of love which Gandhi touched of in 
me."9. It indicates that he was completely inclined towards Gandhian approach.  

Anand's  first novel 'Untouchable' ( 1935) has some influences of Gandhi that 
picturizes  contemporary society where poverty, Caste prejudices and inhumane exploitation 
of the masses were  predominant. Anand stresses over hidden reality of untoucbability 
through his first novel. After graduating from abroad, he faces stubborn casteism on the one 
side and Gandhian influence on the other, so, he writes his experiences through this novel. 
When be goes to Gandhi with the manuscript, Gandhi had suggested to reduce its bulkiness 
and Anand had followed his suggestion.  

If we go through the pages and the character of  Bhaka as the protagonist, we find 
some utterances in the voice of Bhaka,  Anand reminds  that Gandhi had expressed in his 
speech at the suppressed classes confernce in Ahmedabad in 1921. Anand writes in his novel  
" I was at Nellore on the national day, I met the Untouchables there and I prayed as I have 
done to-day. I do want to attain spiritual deliverance. I do not want to be reborn. But if I have 
to be reborn, I should wish to be reborn as an untouchable, so that I may share their sorrows, 
suffereing and the afforts levelled at them."10 Bhaka is scavanger boy, downtrodden, born in 
the family whose essence of life was snatched by the indian culture & society. Bhaka is an 
illiterate who does not understand what Gandhi said but he only understands when Gandhi 
said ' I regard untouchability as the greatest blot on Hinduism"11 that Gandhi himself had 
written in 'Young India' in 1924. It means that Anand uses the quotations of Gandhi and 
expresses through the character of Bhaka.  Bhaka, in the novel, had faith in Gandhi  an Anand 
had in his life.  

Another reference of Gandhi's influence on 'Untouchable' is that of Gandhis narration 
of a boy Uka who works cleaning latrines in his house. In the succeeding paragraph of the 
novel we also get the same story of an eighteen year old lad doing a scavangers work in 
Gandhi's Ashram. Gandhi in one of his speeches, once said that untouchable people should 
have the dignity and they have right  to be a part of the "casteless and careless society"12 and 
the novel ends with new hopes. Whatever the influences or inspiration Anand had from 
Gandhi, he in untouchable criticizes Gandhi's approach and suggests the introduction of flush 
system as the only solution to the problem of untouchability. He accepts Gandhian approach 
of eradicating it but does not endorse it. It means that he was in view that Gandhian approach 
or Philosophy is not only solution for this Monstrous evil.  Though personally he was 
influenced, he could not imbibe on Bhaka.  

Conclusion : 
In fact, Gandhi was the prominent figure in the indian freedom movement who really 

stirred the human sensibilities and brought under his influences. His influences and 
inspirations are not only for the movement but also for the media of writing and many novels, 
drama and poetry got nourished by the touches of Gandhian hilosophy. As I observed in 
Anand's untouchable, Gandhi influenced, as earlier said, Raja Rao and Bhattacharya. It means 
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that Gandhi has been peeped through the literature from the twenties onwards. It is not only 
the phenomena of the past but his philosophy and approach are felicitated and adopted in the  
21st Century also. He is an everlasting light which is guiding abundantly.  
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